STATE OF THE INDUSTRY '99

The landscape industry keeps in stride with booming U.S. economy

BY LM STAFF

GET WITH THE PROGRAM!

Read what these winners have learned about building teams.

BY GEORGE WITTERSHEIN

HOSTA-ILE TERRITORY

Hostas—great problem solvers for shady sites. Here are the best.

BY ANDREW SPARKS

TREE SPECIALIST TO THE STARS

Salinas Landscaping develops happy clients among LA’s elite.

BY DON DALE

A NEW LOOK AT FERTIGATION

It may be the cost-effective alternative you need for the property you manage.

BY ROBERT REAVES

KEYS TO SATISFYING CLIENTS

Tips from the pros about putting smiles on your clients’ faces.

BY ROBERT REAVES

WESTFIELD HAS IT ALL

This insurance company in Westfield, OH, earned the PGMS Grand Award as an office park.

LM REPORTS: GET A RISE OUT OF YOUR EQUIPMENT

Use these aerial and bucket lifts.

BY CURT HARLER

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.LANDSCAPEGROUP.COM